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ABSTRACT

The introduction of the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB), Agrilus planipennis, in the
United States in the early 1990’s, has resulted in a wave of ecological, economic, and
cultural impacts that will forever leave a scar in the forests of North America. The
primary goal of this project is to highlight the importance of regulating EAB as a pest
species and to develop a comprehensive plan to promote education and regulation of
EAB to the public. Additionally, this project aims to involve public outreach efforts
through the Wabanaki tradition of basketmaking. A communication outreach plan
involves utilizing a travel plan from Maine to Michigan to facilitate and bring awareness
of EAB and the implications of transporting firewood and impacts to cultural traditions.
The exploration of this outreach education program brought to light the complexities of
organizing such an ambitious idea with multiple entities. In order to fully implement the
project three conditions must be met: first, there must be further collaborative
development for the harvesting and processing of ash; second, outside agencies must be
willing to fund the processes involved, and; third, the willingness of local Maine and
Michigan tribal communities is required for this to be a successful outreach program.
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INTRODUCTION
Invasive Species
When new species are introduced into an ecosystem, they can threaten native
species and undermine the stability of the ecosystem. Invasive species can be plants,
animals, and even microbes that may not have natural predators in the new environments
they are introduced to. Because these species do not have natural predators to control
them, invasive species can then outcompete native species and overtake a niche in their
new environments, creating an imbalance in the average condition of the environment
(USDA APHIS & NISIC, 2006). With native species unable to compensate for the
additional pressures created by new competitors, the ecosystem balance between predator
and prey species alike, may be negatively impacted. Prey species will not have developed
the defenses necessary to counteract the damaging effects of the non-native predators,
increasing the likelihood for the invasive species to outcompete, kill, and push out the
common prey species. With the ability to quickly reproduce and adapt to new
environments, invasive species tend to spread quickly once established, harming the
general ecosystem with their rapidly changing population numbers (National Geographic,
2020). The stark reduction in available space and resources severely disrupts key species
interactions, such as symbiotic relationships and food web interactions in established
ecosystems. Symbiotic species rely on the presence of other species, co-existing in order
to maintain a healthy metabolism. Some other predatory species rely on life events such
as mass emergence, where an abundance of food may be available for the predator. If
events such as these are disrupted due to an invasive species, it can cause an imbalance in
natural cycles and the potential removal of species within an ecosystem.
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The complexity of newly introduced species to non-native environments on
predator-prey relationships and niches is difficult to unravel. One of the primary
mechanisms for invasive species to spread is by human activities during travel, often
through ships or cars, and sometimes through materials, such as wood (NWF, 2020).
Because of this mechanism, species are sometimes brought to new areas intentionally in
forms of pest control, while others are introduced inadvertently by humans. In both cases,
humans are primarily responsible for the introduction of invasive species. Therefore,
preventing the spread of invasive species requires effective management techniques for
human interactions with the environment. By focusing on current regulations, cultural
practices, and communication methods surrounding invasive species, it may be possible
to isolate, and furthermore prevent, disruptive human activities that facilitate the spread
of invasive species and therefore mitigate their effects

EAB Biology; an Invasive Species
The Emerald Ash Borer (EAB), Agrilus planipennis, is a pest species whose
natural range has slowly expanded over time as the natural climate changes (USDA
APHIS). However, cross continental movement through firewood transport has recently
introduced the species to many new areas in a short amount of time (USDA APHIS).
EAB is a host-specific pest species native to northeastern Asia that targets the tree species
of the Fraxinus family, commonly called ash trees (USDA APHIS). Fraxinus species are
deciduous trees with a large natural range, native to Europe, Asia, and eastern North
America. The family contains between 45-65 tree species which are medium to large in
size (Hinsinger, 2013). Within their native environment of Asia, ash species thrive in
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suitable habitats, depending on the species of ash, co-existing with EAB (USDA APHIS).
In the natural range of EAB, the ash tree has been able to adapt to the presence of the
Emerald Ash Borer, building up a chemical compound and proteins in which prevent the
wood from being easily digested by EAB (Dunn et al., 2017). However, outside of
northeastern Asia, EAB is an invasive pest species that has been disrupting the longevity
of the Fraxinus family in areas, sometimes with just one infestation, due to the lack of
these defensive compounds.
The Emerald Ash Borer is known as a buprestid, or metallic wood boring beetle.
It is green with iridescent wing covers and is relatively small, about 0.3 to 0.55 inches
long (fig 1.). The pest as a larva begins as a creamy white to amber egg about 1 mm in
diameter, normally deposited on the bark of the Fraxinus species. Upon hatching, the pest
burrows within the bark, feeding on the phloem and cambium of the tree. The twisting
and winding feeding patterns facilitate the pest’s ability to increase in length and size
before overwintering as a pre-pupal larva (fig 2.). After emerging in the summer as an
adult, the insect leaves a D-Shaped exit hole (fig. 3), flies to the next targeted tree and
begins to feed on leaves. The difficulty in dealing with EAB’s life cycle is primarily
within the larval feeding stage. Although the adult does affect the foliage on the tree, its
damage is insignificant compared to the larvae’s impact. Both feeding stages damage the
tree’s ability to survive, however the larval feeding stage critically damages the internal
structure of the tree. While adults defoliate the tree, larvae chew galleried holes that
destroy phloem tissues that carry sugar, water, and nutrients within the tree. When the
pest feeds on the phloem of the tree, the tree attempts to offset the damage by creating
new xylem tissues. This process reduces the capability of the tree to fight off the pest,
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especially if the tree is relatively young and small in size. After becoming infested,
smaller ash trees normally die within a year or two, whereas larger ash can live a bit
longer, about 3-4 years. Nevertheless, trees that become infested within a stand will die
due to internal damage caused by the pests’ feeding patterns and reproductive cycle.
Typically, entire stands of ash will be critically damaged within 5-10 years if no
management practices are in place. (CT DEEP, 2020; emeraldashborer.info, 2020; NRS,
2016).
The presence of EAB in the northeastern United States is a complicated issue and
can be deemed a wicked problem, in the sense that dealing with EAB on a large scale will
involve a multitude of bodies that will be required to work together. The complications of
EAB on physical, social, and environmental level creates an issue that makes the species
difficult to fully control and monitor. Thus, implementation of additional and effective
communication techniques and regulatory measures are required to contain the pest and
reduce the current increasing rate of infestation. The main issue with this species is its
larval life cycle and its ability to spread through firewood transport. Another equally
important issue is the ability to treat for or remove the species from ash trees or woody
material once infested. Attempting to track this species through citizen science methods,
where members of the community contribute to a community database, and scientific
research is a start. Moving forward, collaborative efforts between cultural and
governmental entities to develop more effective communications about current biological
knowledge and transportation of EAB will contribute to the reduction in infestation rates.
Overall, with EAB being a species that will require a collaborative effort to deal with,
creating a method, or process, to further improve current EAB control and monitoring
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efforts will provide a more rounded way to curve infection rates of EAB in new areas and
work towards a solution to this wicked problem.

EAB Transport
EAB is assumed to have been brought to the United States through means of
packaging material and or ash wood used to stabilize cargo in ships or transporting heavy
consumer products on pallets (USDA APHIS & NISIC, 2020). EAB was first discovered
in the state of Michigan in the early 1990s. Over the past few decades, EAB has
continued to spread throughout the United States to native ash species and even to ash
trees planted for ornamental purposes, the primary culprit being firewood transportation.
At the present time, EAB can be found within 35 states and provinces, continuing to
increase its population and range in areas in which ash trees are still abundant and or
present. The number of states and provinces infected continue to increase, where newly
reported sightings can currently be found on government supported websites, such as
emeraldashborer.info (Emeraldashborer.info (APHIS), 2020).
The increasing infestations of EAB is mainly facilitated through the transportation
of firewood across county and state lines, with some facilitation due to natural cause.
With nature-based tourism, increased national park traffic and heavily trafficked camping
sites, infestation of EAB becomes almost inevitable. Recreation and tourism in the United
States, in 2017, brought in a gross domestic product of about $427.2 billion dollars for
local and state economies, therefore it is important that EAB awareness and
communication on EAB impact is heavily invested within the parks and recreation field
(Thomas et al., 2019; Bureau of Economic Analysis (USA), 2020). Since transporting
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firewood across state lines is the easiest way for this species to spread, campers are
encouraged to buy firewood locally in order to prevent the spread. Buying firewood
locally or when arriving at a site not only supports the local economy, but also reduces
the risk that wood brought from home could infest new locations. The reduced risk value
comes from the regulatory measures that restrict the selling of firewood. Multiple scores
of sanitation and cleaning processes need to occur before firewood can be labeled as a
consumable product, thus it is a very reliable method of obtaining safe firewood.
Parks and other areas where camping is popular could begin to provide firewood,
or sell firewood at a reduced price, to incentivize campers to keep their wood at home. In
a study done on campers from Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, due to their prior
knowledge of EAB, campers tended to lean away from bringing firewood from home in
accordance with current regulations (Runberg, 2011). A study by Dr. John Daigle and his
colleagues describes the main finding in the ideology of campers from Maine, Vermont
and New Hampshire was: although a majority of campers knew about EAB, campers in
non-quarantined areas were under the impression their firewood at home would be safe
(Daigle et al., 2019).
This way of thinking can be dangerous, as areas that are not yet quarantined can
still be infected, however infestations have not yet been detected in these areas.
Quarantine measures are set in place in areas that are currently infested, however in order
to designate an area to be quarantined, in most cases there must be a case reported in the
area, and by then the infestation has already spread further than the quarantine may
encompass. Thus, EAB can be in non-quarantined areas for years prior to detection and
official recording of infestation. This misinterpretation of EAB biological mechanisms
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conveys issues regarding current regulatory measures. In scenarios that campers have an
abundance of firewood on their property, in non-quarantined areas, campers may be
enticed to transport their wood from home to their desired camping locations. With this
being an easier and less costly solution to obtaining firewood at campsites, potentially
infested wood may be transported. Consequently, firewood use and transport revolve
around cost and convenience for the camper, as well as their attitude towards following
quarantines, further facilitating the spread of EAB if not cautious.

EAB Cultural Impact
When EAB first arrived on the North American continent, within only 10 to 15
years it had spread into 15 states and 2 Canadian provinces, causing the death of over 25
million ash trees in Michigan alone (Willow, 2011; McCullough, 2008). In a very short
timeframe, cultural communities in Michigan that rely on ash species closely witnessed
the death of this culturally important resource. Ash has played a significant role in several
Native American teachings, such as creation stories and developed practices. For
example, one Wabanaki creation story of a cultural hero, Gluskabe, has him shooting an
arrow into an ash tree creating the People of Dawn, the Wabanaki. Another example is
the well-known cultural and economic practice of black ash basketry (Secord, 2009;
Daigle et al., 2019). With ash trees being threatened, it puts these teachings and practices
in jeopardy. The future of these practices and traditions technically relies on the ash trees
being a harvestable and sustainable resource. It is possible to use different materials to
create baskets, however the traditional methods and value of these stories may be lost
completely if the tribes were forced to change source materials (Costanza et al., 2017).
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Within the community, there are the basket makers and the basket-tree harvesters. The
primary goal of the basket-tree harvesters is to learn about and identify sites of favorable
ash trees, to sustainably harvest, and to pass down tribal knowledge of these processes,
generation to generation (Costanza et al., 2017). To the Wabanaki, black ash (Fraxinus
nigra) has an extreme spiritual and cultural significance, thus losing this keystone species
speaks to more than just its environmental and economic impact.
To the Wabanaki people, which includes the Abenaki, Maliseet, Micmac,
Passamaquoddy, and the Penobscot, the use of black ash has been engraved in their
culture. Black ash basketry has been passed down through generations by tribal member
to tribal member, and thus is a prized cultural statement of the Wabanaki. This passing
down of knowledge has led to the cultural communities being true stewards to the ash
species, with members holding knowledge that current scientists are still searching for
(Everett, 2019). Black ash has such a significant value, not only because of the creation
story, but it also provides people with a greater sense of self through participation in the
traditional practice. For some families, this practice has given them an “Indian sense of
self.” Since the tradition of black ash basketry is meant to be passed down only to those
within the community, this tradition is special to those who acquire and distribute this
knowledge.
Ash trees are also important to the Wabanaki because they provide the community
with a source of viable income. Some families rely on weaving and selling baskets
commercially to keep up with the adapting economy. However, with the decline of ash
due to EAB, basket makers’ and sellers’ ability to locally source ash for basketry
practices has become increasingly difficult. While importing materials from other areas is
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an option for the purpose of gaining the material, this crucial cultural step of locating the
ash and preparing it within the community is removed from this process. Some elders
want to preserve the hunter-gatherer lifestyle in their community, which this importation
process would diminish. The process that begins out on the open land – cutting down the
tree, transporting the segments, and pounding the ash – is what makes creating the
baskets from hand so culturally significant. The creative process is damaged, and may
even be lost, as ash becomes scarcer. The possibility of losing this practice in the near
future forces basket makers to look for other methods to obtain ash for their practice,
despite the cultural impact.

EAB Economic Impact
Unprocessed ash trees are highly valuable to the state of Maine as both a cultural
and economic resource as well. Maine monetarily values its unprocessed ash trees at
approximately $320 million (Maine DACF, 2018). As of 2014, the Maine Forest Service
estimates that about $140 million worth of ash cords are harvested and used in basket
maker activities (Hongoltz-Hetling, 2014). The economic impact that would result from
the loss of ash trees would significantly reduce their monetary value to the state,
primarily in the logging industry (Bossenbroek, 2015). Devaluation of the ash trees
would, in turn, cost the state millions of dollars, thus protecting and identifying the
resource with effective regulatory measures and identification programs is integral to
Maine’s economy. To gain a better economic understanding, the Urban Tree Alliance has
created a cost calculator based on one injected emamectin benzoate treatment every two
years. This tool was developed to help property owners make informed decisions on how
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they can effectively manage ash trees as necessary to help mitigate the issues caused by
EAB. As of April 2020, this tool can be found on the urbantreealliance.org web page,
which functions as an interactive resource for EAB and Ash management (Urban Tree
Alliance Cost Calc, n.d.).
To illustrate what could happen in Maine in the future, looking at current
examples of EAB impact in the Midwest could provide preface to what will happen in
Maine. Furthermore, the total economic impact of EAB infestation within the four states
of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin could be devastating to their local
economies, costing a staggering $7.7 to $15 billion (Sydnor et al., 2011). This value is
estimated on the assumption of total loss of ash due to EAB infestation. Even by
attempting to mitigate impacts of this pest, removing trees that are smaller and at high
risk of infestation, the burden on the local economy would still be between $3 to $5.8
billion. Further, replacement of trees lost to EAB in streets, parks and private landscapes
would cost between $2.7 and $5.2 billion, bringing the total cost to the four states of
between $13 billion at the lowest estimate to $26 billion at the peak (Sydnor et al., 2011).
The total economic value of ash to these four states in regard to management, mitigation
and dead ash removal would significantly impact homeowners. The average resident
would presumably be responsible for annual costs of $400 to $700 worth of expenses for
taking care of ash related environmental issues. These impacts of the loss and removal of
ash affect households differently, particularly those with annual incomes of $25K-35K
being affected the most (Bossenbroek, n.d.). Community planners and government
officials are currently working together on solutions to reduce the economic impact of
EAB on households. Understanding the mechanisms by which EAB spread in these
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locations may allow for future modeling to predict the long-term effects of EAB in
Maine’s communities, and further quantify the changing values of remediation practices
in infested areas.
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METHODS
Understanding more about the Emerald Ash Borer and its effects on the economy,
environment, and Native culture is necessary to draft an effective plan to protect
ecological and cultural resources from this pest. Understanding current rules and
regulations, as well as how often they are followed, will provide insight as to how the
rules and regulations should change to better prevent the spread of EAB. Obtaining
knowledge of species that have similar impacts of EAB, such as the Hemlock Woolly
Adelgid (HWA), can be used as a proxy to estimate how the environment can be
impacted. The HWA has impacted hemlock trees in areas it has infested for a few
decades now, similarly to EAB’s effect on ash. In attempts to find species that have
similar effects to EAB, reviewing research on HWA in Coweeta, NC, will be an
insightful comparison. HWA’s effect on the environment can be used as a proxy for
future implications of EAB in Maine. Speaking to groups that have direct interactions
with EAB, such as those in the parks and recreation field and Native cultural groups, will
provide more information as to what problems are currently affecting the infested areas,
as well as what other information they can share from their respective backgrounds.
Understanding current cultural and regulatory complications will provide insight for
proper management that is practical, useful, and available for the species being focused
on. Moreover, the communication among public, government, and cultural groups
regarding the management of EAB must also be improved to effectively reduce the
species population to a desirable level.
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Online Rules and Regulations
In general, the average camper complies with the current rules and regulations
regarding firewood transport, but some neglect to follow the rules purposely, while others
don’t fully understand them. The failure to comply with these rules and regulations is
sometimes due to a misunderstanding of them. Although the rules and regulations seem
straightforward, they can often be confusing to those whose understanding of them is
limited. In most cases, regulatory measures vary from state to state, meaning not every
state has the same quarantine method for firewood as the state adjacent to it, as
quarantine is a common yet not always a consistent method of state-to-state regulation.
State-specific regulations directly impact how campers respond to the importance of EAB
reductive measures, along with how they behave towards other state regulations and
educational materials. Due to the inconsistency in regulations, researchers have put forth
studies to assess the effectiveness of current regulatory measures and education programs
across the globe. Overall, the results generally depict that complying with regulations
through social and normative measures shows a reduced infestation rate, restricting
spread of EAB globally (Haack et al., 2014). Additionally, having prior knowledge of
invasive species is also essential, as without the awareness of invasive species and how
they impact the environment and cultural resources, compliance with rules and
regulations is unlikely.
Between 2006 and 2008, an educational program by the Wisconsin DNR was
developed and implemented within the state. During the two years this program was in
effect, the awareness of invasive species and the impact they have on the environment
increased among campers. Every year, the information taught in this educational program
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was heavily publicized through public outreach, which further increased awareness of
invasive species among campers. The results from this educational program raise the idea
that the number of campers aware of EAB would continue to rise and become an avid
norm within the cohorts of campers if the program were to continue (Diss-Torrance et al.,
2008). Using educational tools to spread awareness, similar to this program, thus
becomes an important key to reaching these stakeholder groups in other states, including
Maine.

Online Rules, Regulations and Available Resources in the State of Maine
The State of Maine has created regulatory measures to help reduce the infestation
rates within the state. Implementing statewide emergency response plans to determine the
extent of the infestation, Maine has created a panel of personnel to deal with the issue.
The agencies on the panel are from Maine’s Department of Agriculture, Conservation
and Forestry (DACF), from Maine’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) and from the United States Forest Service (USFS). On August 31, 2010, these
agencies announced and implemented a response plan to EAB, granted by 12 M.R.S. §
8305 (as amended by PL 2010, Ch. 585), to protect the state of Maine’s ash population.
One of the most effective regulations these agencies implemented is the ‘Out of
State Firewood Ban’ to help reduce the amount of firewood transported across state lines.
Firewood that is brought across state lines, against the requirements of this regulation,
must be burned immediately. When the wood cannot be burned within the first 24 hours
of being brought into the state, people are asked to leave the wood at one of the three
drop-off stations located in Augusta, Gray, or West Paris ME. Along with these drop-off
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stations, Maine has also implemented several quarantine zones, which can be found under
Maine’s DACF home page by navigating to “Pest Surveys for EAB.” Other information
in regard to frequently asked questions or about current quarantine zones can be found on
Maine government’s DACF webpage (Maine DACF, 2020). The State of Maine has
released locations of “Quarantine Areas,” available as of April 2020, overlaid on a map
of the U.S. (Figure 4). The current “Ash Range Map,” along with federal quarantine
areas, also includes an overlay on the map of the U.S. (Figure 5). Following these
quarantine zones and regulatory measures, as well as safely integrating outreach materials
more effectively to the public, is an integral part of reducing the spread of EAB through
recreational firewood. As of May 2018, surveillance programs and other citizen science
programs have been implemented in the state to locate EAB, with some dating as far back
as 2003 (Maine DACF, 2018). These programs provide insight into the effectiveness and
the required updates to regulatory measures currently in place. Developing these
programs to more effectively communicate EAB awareness and education will only
further their effectiveness at reducing infestation rates.

Learning from Other Invasives; HWA as a Proxy to EAB
Ecologically, the decline of the hemlock species, as mentioned above, in
Coweeta, NC can function as a proxy to the potential death of the ash species in Maine.
Similar to how EAB was introduced to the U.S., the Hemlock Woolly Adelgid was
allegedly brought to the U.S. by mistake (Danoff-Burg, 2002). Since HWA’s arrival, it
has become an invasive species that has devastated the areas it has infested, especially
Coweeta, NC. HWA was first identified in southeastern forests in 2003, and, within the
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first five years of its infestation, it had caused a 33% tree mortality rate. By 2013, HWA
had damaged the hemlock trees to a point of near eradication within the infested areas
(Webster et al., 2012). Unlike Hemlock in these southern forests, ash in Maine forests
only contributes to about two percent of the forests’ total composition, found in a study, a
study conducted in 2013 (McCaskill et al., 2013). Therefore, the ecosystems that do rely
on ash to maintain their average conditions may see a negative hydrological impact if the
trees are infested and begin to decline.
Similar to the hemlock trees from the Coweeta study, when ash trees are fallen in
high numbers, they release excessive amounts of nutrients into the environment, such as
nitrogen, phosphorous and even carbon, which the environment is then unable to absorb
in a short timeframe. Once the trees fall, the canopy composition also drastically changes
from its average state. The newly open canopy space facilitates the introduction of both
new species, as well as other individuals of existing species into the area. In most cases
the additional space brings opportunity to include new invasive species. The
displacement of native species, in correspondence with the new, invasive species, can
drastically reduce species richness and biodiversity. This reduction, as a result, alters the
forest community dynamics and their functionality within the ecosystem (Ford et al.,
2011). If the reduction is bad enough, it could even cause the trees to become
fundamentally extinct, no longer able to provide common ecosystem services like shelter
and water filtration (Ritter, 2017). Furthermore, reduction in richness and biodiversity
can cause the forest to become susceptible to pest and disease. With the compositional
change that occurs with a tree species being removed by pest or disease, the possibility of
new soil property development from newly introduced species may arise, dependent on
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the change in community that would take place. For instance, if coniferous trees moved
into these areas, the acidity brought by conifer needles would alter the norm of the soil
properties in their new environment (USDA, 2013).
The hydrological impacts are highlighted upon investigating the properties within
nearby river and stream systems. In the case study of Webster et al. 2012, the loss of the
hemlock species by HWA infestation and introduction of more deciduous species caused
an increase in microbial activity due to the introduction of high quality leaf litter, the
possibility of an increase in average water temperatures, and the changes in stream
species that occurred due to allochthonous energy source quality and timing changes
(Webster et al., 2012). The highly variable data found in Northington et al. 2013,
however, demonstrates that the full extent of the impact of the loss of the hemlock
species will have on the ecosystem may not be known for decades (Northington et al.,
2013). The most plausible conclusion is that the streams are changing from one steadystate to another due to the effects of the HWA. The discrepancy between the loss of
hemlocks and the loss of ash is that, in most north eastern forests, forest composition
favors the faster growth of deciduous species. This discrepancy alludes to the fact that,
when ash is replaced, other deciduous species will replace the ash species; thus, the
quality of leaf litter between the species will be similar, and the timing of the energy
inputs should both be based on seasonality. The differences observed between the
previous and newly created ecosystems should therefore be directly related to the
nutritional and hydrological requirements of each tree species. If the new species that
replace the ash in north eastern forest require more water or nutrients than the ash, the
increased requirements will change the steady state of nearby rivers and streams. Using
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Coweeta’s HWA as a proxy to the future of the north eastern forests that are suffering
from EAB infestations, similar effects to the watersheds within Coweeta forests may
occur in the north eastern forests as ash is replaced by other species that have different
compositions.
The impact of EAB on hydrology can also be seen when using the example of
Black Ash, Fraxinus nigra, a foundational species of some upper Great Lakes forests
(Telander et al., 2015). A study within Chippewa National Forest in Minnesota, USA, on
the flow rates of sap within black ash suggests a potential negative impact to hydrology
with the infestation of EAB in the north east. With ash only comprising about two to four
percent of Maine forests (McCaskill et al., 2013; Maine DACF, 2018), the black ash may
not be a comparably dominant component to forest hydrology as it is in Minnesota.
However, the Black Ash is one of few that can live in swamp-like conditions. As a result,
there may not be another species with similar habitat preferences, and therefore the loss
of the Black Ash may lead to the possible loss of a niche species entirely. If the niche is
not filled by another species, or the successive species is unable to produce the same
hydrological effect as the black ash, niche loss could have a cascading effect on
important ecosystem functions, similar to those described in Telander et al. 2015. Soil
moisture and soil saturation in this area may fluctuate at too high of an extent for the
surrounding trees to survive in. Without the impact Black Ash has on the regulation of
the area’s hydrology, other trees may become oversaturated and eventually drown. In
general, with the potentiality that this niche may no longer be occupied by Black Ash in
swamp-like conditions that occur around the state, watershed management complications
may arise that require community planners to discuss on a case-by-case basis.
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The University of Maine’s Basket Makers Market
Jennifer Neptune, Frank Hanning, and a few other key figures who appeared at
the Maine Indian Basketmaker’s Market at the University of Maine’s Collins Center for
the Arts in December 2019, all helped establish a greater understanding of the culture and
basketmaking. The market was filled with hundreds of items for sale, representing
handmade works from every tribe across the state of Maine. Families, friends, and buyers
alike, walked around viewing the displays of craftsmanship by the Wabanaki. Hopes of
selling, buying, or enjoying the artistic talent of the Wabanaki on this special occasion
filled the CCA. Neptune shared ideas and gave insight that demonstrated progress
towards the initial project. Thus, establishing future communication with Neptune is
highly valued. Talking with Frank Hanning, a Micmac Basket maker from Limestone,
Maine, was also beneficial. Frank sat down for an impromptu interview, discussing the
project and its major barriers. Hanning described the practice of basketmaking and its
core steps of site harvest, pounding ash, and weaving the basket itself. With the help of
Hanning, ideas for the plausibility of long-distance transportation of ash assessed, along
with a few other ideas to consider. Hanning was able to give a demonstration of ash
pounding in order to further assess the requirements of labor for creating the artistic
material. This demonstration was recorded by News Center Maine’s Hannah Yechivi and
her news crew (Yechivi, 2019) for their personal news story. Afterwards, engaging in
short conversations with a few other basket makers, like Jeremy Frey, allowed for a
deeper understanding of the cultural impact that EAB will have on basket makers. Frey
believes that his generation is one of the last basket weaver generations that will be using
ash, due to the EAB infestation slowly removing ash from the landscape (Frey, 2013).
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Discussing the Mattioli and Hanning Background Research and Committee Input
The discussions with Frank Hanning and Bill Mattioli provided significant insight
into the content of this project. As described previously, the impromptu interview with
Hanning that discussed barriers for transporting the artistic material as full logs, the
description and demonstration of ash processing, and the practice of basketmaking
allowed me to grasp a cultural understanding of barriers to the project. The second
impromptu interview that was conducted for this project was with Bill Mattioli of
Hammonasset Beach State Park in the summer of 2019. Mattioli described the state of
Connecticut’s response to EAB when it was first detected and the progression of EABrelated communication since the first detection. Although EAB was a serious problem
when it was first identified in the state, Mattioli described a lack of communication on a
governmental level. Mattioli explains that, over the years he has been a Park & Rec
Supervisor, EAB has become less of a hot topic, with awareness of EAB being promoted
by only a few posters that state, “reduce firewood transport.” The severity of EAB as an
issue has declined as time has progressed, to the point in which the last time he believed
EAB was discussed in a meeting was almost five to six years ago (Mattioli, 2019). After
reflecting on both the Hanning and Mattioli discussions, a lack of comprehension on the
severity of EAB by both the local CT government and its citizens, is apparent. Between
the cultural and governmental levels of understanding, the importance of reducing the
spread of EAB is a much more of a prominent issue of interest culturally, than it is
politically.
In the initial planning stage of the project, because of the significance of the ash
tree to native peoples, management of EAB regarding cultural sensitivity and the concept
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of transporting potentially infested logs across state lines becomes important to discuss.
With the committee member’s help, the conceptual side of the project came together, and
plans for research on cultural sensitivity were set. Questions for the synthesis of the raw
Mount Desert Island (MDI) survey data provided by Kathrine Ruskin (Ruskin et al.,
unpublished data), and data from “How Campers’ Beliefs About Forests Pests Affect
Firewood Transport Behavior” (Daigle et al., 2019) were also considered. Information
from both studies were to be extracted for current EAB awareness and preparedness, and
a narrower focus on the objectives that would benefit the understanding of Maine’s
ability to communicate about EAB were set.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Looking Towards the Future
Communication and community planning are important parts in the infestation
reduction process. The implementation of effective rules and guidelines are necessary
when attempting to prevent the species from infiltrating an area. Furthermore, identifying
key contributors within the community is crucial to planning for active or post infestation
implications and solutions. Important topics to review are stakeholders within the
community, framing of EAB infestation to the public, the changing climatic and
environmental implications of infestation, and the possible mitigation or removal
strategies surrounding EAB. Stakeholders and framing of EAB within a community are
two of the most important factors when it comes to effectively spreading awareness and
implementing change within communities. A community project on the Gypsy Moth,
Lymantria dispar dispar, had very positive effects within the community and changed the
dynamics of the infestation. However, by identifying stakeholders and implementing
change within the community sooner, the Gypsy Moth Project (STS) group, could have
lessened the ecological and economic impact of the gypsy moth in their local area if they
spread awareness of the issue and began this process earlier (McCullough, 2008). This
directly correlates to the willingness of stakeholders and severity of framing on an
ecological issue. Reducing the impact of EAB in Maine forests is an achievable
possibility with timely and proper planning procedures.
Although Maine does have regulatory measures already in place to ensure the
spread of EAB is reduced, which can be found on their State of Maine’s webpage on
EAB, cultural framing is less publicized than it needs to be (Maine DACF, 2020).
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Reducing the impact of EAB is a collaborative process that requires both governmental
and cultural minds to work together in order to significantly reduce the spread of EAB
and the pest’s negative impact, giving it the title of a true wicked problem. It is important
to highlight the significance of cultural, economic, and environmental impacts of EAB.
The framing of EAB, or the overall understanding of importance to society, is quite
miniscule in the grand scheme of countrywide preparedness. News media outlets will
sometimes have stories covering EAB, but these stories tend to focus on the removal of
EAB or Ash already damaged by the pest. The issue of EAB has been left to be handled
by a few groups within governments that are similar to the DACF in Maine, and by
cultural communities, such as the basket makers of the Wabanaki. A collaborative
process that frames EAB as a major issue, directly impacting the general public, campers,
government officials and cultural groups alike, will be the most effective solution to
protecting this important cultural, economic, and environmental resources.

Future Implications of EAB; Social, Environmental and Chemical Adaptations
With today’s rapidly changing climate, the species’ natural introduction to the
landscape should be harsh, but also very slow. With added human contribution, this
introduction to the landscape may become fast and widespread. By practicing better
management techniques, such as quarantine zones, biological controls like the
introduction of natural predators, and chemical treatments, slowing and minimizing the
invasion of EAB to new areas is possible. Since this species is difficult to identify when
the onset of invasion occurs, understanding EAB’s infestation method early is crucial.
Purdue University has created an invasion wave model (Purdue University, 2008), which
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predicts the initial observation of the species will take place a few years post infestation
(seen in Figure 6). Using models like the invasion wave model and implementing better
management techniques make it possible to reduce the spread of EAB. Looking further
into management techniques, some states have already created preparedness plans on a
state-by-state basis (emeraldashborer.info, 2020). These preparedness plans vary in
material types, from educational resources for K-12 education, to packets and
identification guides, to in-depth procedural documents for towns and local agencies to
follow for precautions of or in response to EAB.
When implemented properly, quarantine zones can also be an effective
management technique. Implementations of quarantine as a management technique
outside of environmental health can be a proxy to quarantine as a response to
environmental health. In the case of human health, the use of quarantines has been an
effective method to flattening the curve of infectious diseases, such as the flu pandemic
in East Samoa (Tomkins, 1992). By restricting maritime trade and contact, the citizens of
East Samoa, unlike their neighboring West Samoan citizens, stayed extremely healthy
during the time of a highly infectious diseases. In more recent years, astronauts were
quarantined upon return from the moon to assure microbes from the dust on the moon did
not transfer to earth (Smithsonian, n.d.). Both quarantines resulted in the safety of human
and environmental health from the unknown consequences that worried scientists and
citizens alike. The positive results in these examples demonstrate that implementing
regulations of quarantine can be an effective solution to a range of situations. Quarantines
put in place on areas that are currently infested with EAB, and the counties that border
these areas, will allow for some control over EAB transport through firewood. Putting
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quarantine restrictions permanently on counties with current EAB infestation would
significantly slow the spread of this pest, baring that the general public abides by these
restrictions when transporting firewood.
Biological controls have been used for centuries, with some being quite effective
and beneficial to the area, where others have left irreversible ecological side effects.
Biological control methods for EAB have been theorized for both native and non-native
species. Native species of woodpeckers purposefully re-introduced to an area can
potentially slow the spread of EAB, as some species stand to gain increased nesting
habitat from infestation. This, in turn, creates higher possible populations of these cavitynesters further increasing predator pressure on EAB. Most of this research has been
conducted through the US Forest Service and the Northern Research Station’s citizen
science program, thus it is now being considered as a possible control method (Northern
Research Station, 2017). A method being experimented with is through a non-native
species, parasitoid wasps. These species of wasps being the Tetrastichus planipennisi, a
gregarious larval endoparasitoid, Oobius agrili, a solitary, parthenogenetic egg parasitoid,
and Spathius agrili, a gregarious larval ectoparasitoid. All of which have the potentiality
to be on a widespread release plan in the US as a method of control for EAB. These
species are native predators to EAB in its original habitat in Asia (Gould, & Bauer, 2011;
Bauer et al., 2011; USDA Forest Service-Forest Health). Some species of parasitoids
have already shown promise and have been used in field testing. Mass release dates,
however, are still unknown as more testing must occur to determine ecological side
effects.
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The reason for caution when determining ecological side effects can be
demonstrated by the release of the cane toad (Rhinella marina) intentionally introduced
in Australia to control the greyback cane beetle (Demolepida albohirtum) (Northern
Territory Government, n.d.). The cane toad first heavily affected Australia’s biodiversity
in areas the cane toad was specifically introduced. The cane toad quickly became more of
a predator in its environment, while also becoming a poisonous prey species. The toad
took over its niche in the local food chain and effectively killed thousands of species
native to the area, predator and prey alike (DAWE, 2020). Soon, the cane toad spread to
much of Australia and is now integrated very deeply within food chains while also being
considered an extreme nuisance species.
Chemical applications for the protection from and reduction of EAB populations
have been widely considered in Maine and other states. One of the major suggestions
made within Camden, Maine’s EAB Preparedness Plan (Crane, 2017) is to treat the tree
with a systemic insecticide, which is injected into the trunk of the tree. Injecting the trunk
of the tree with a systemic insecticide is one of the more common treatments, as scientists
have found that methods of treatment other than injection have different levels of
effectiveness on the insect. Injection is far more superior in comparison to farcasting
treatment methods or ground sprays. Along with this, systemic injection reduces the
possible complication of chemical breakdown when the treatment chemical is exposed to
sunlight, as well as reduce exposure to wildlife that use the tree Crane, 2017). Studies
have been conducted on these chemical treatments and have been applied in a few areas.
However, widespread use of this method has been restricted due to public concern
regarding the uncertainty of the effectiveness of applying insecticides on ash tree health.
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More studies are being conducted to determine the full extent of the harm the chemical
treatments can cause to the natural environment. If this treatment works in most cases, it
should be considered as a plausible solution, as the benefit would, therefore, outweigh the
risk of using these treatments. With new technology on the rise, the emeraldashborer.info
website has a very detailed FAQ on the potential side effects of current systemic
insecticides used to control EAB. These FAQs are backed by a few universities that have
worked to test and assess these claims (emeraldashborer.info PDF, 2011).

Developing A Draft Plan for Broader Public Outreach About EAB
Planning to increase the knowledge of EAB across the north eastern states, the
idea of spreading awareness through images, images of the beetle and the environmental
damage it causes, was proposed. The first hurdle was developed, that being to define a
mode in which these images could be shared. An idea to have a semi-truck with a
detailed logo or signage of EAB on the side of the truck became the base of the initial
project. In theory, the sides of the truck would present images of EAB itself, alongside a
simple website or link. This link would be easy to remember, allowing commuters to
investigate at their own convenience. The interaction that would occur between the truck
and possibly thousands of people per day, would greatly increase the publicity of EAB
information across the north eastern states. In theory, having an eye-catching logo
displayed on a semi-truck would drive more publicity than seeing this information in a
newspaper or online. This method could possibly become a news-worthy story that could
then be broadcasted across the country.
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The next hurdle was to define a reason this semi-truck would be driving across
north eastern freeways. The idea to transport Maine ash that is not infested by EAB, to
areas that have been heavily affected, like Michigan, was proposed, giving significance to
the semi-truck method. Bringing black ash logs from Maine to Michigan would be one
method of community outreach that could create a news-worthy story. The transportation
of this culturally significant material may draw on emotions of local community and
tribal members giving or receiving the material, furthering the sense of urgency to
protecting cultural and environmental resources. Another way to further the sense of
urgency in transporting these materials is to use this opportunity to display proper
inspection, treatment and transportation methods of ash that comply with federal
regulations.
Another significant hurdle of this plan was that of the cultural response to the
project. Major questions like the following were to be considered for the viability of the
project: Would local harvesters be willing to give away the Black Ash; Would the target
community want the resource in the first place; How would transportation of the material
occur, and How would this project be funded? With these questions in mind, turning to
members of the community, school, and the Penobscot Nation was the method chosen to
resolve these doubts.
Reaching out to Darren Ranco, Jennifer Neptune, and John Daigle were great
resources to develop possible ways to overcome cultural hurdles. Networking and
outreach to the cultural community began with Dr. Ranco. To learn more about the
Wabanaki, visiting the basket makers market at the University of Maine, the Wabanaki’s
Hudson museum, and reading available literature about their culture were the first steps.
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Dr. Ranco gave critical suggestions as to why learning more about culture is important.
Due to historical or colonial reasons, cultural groups sometimes may prefer not to be a
part of similar projects like this, so it is important to proceed with caution and respect the
wishes of those included in this proposal. As suggested by Dr. Daigle, researching online
and reading Braiding Sweetgrass, by Robin Kimmerer, further enhanced the
understanding of culture required for this proposal. Kimmerer’s take on ecological
science is something unseen in today’s public, scientific world. Many modern scientists
do not value cultural knowledge, so including cultural values and Kimmerer’s take on
science in the development of these plans was vitally important.
The final hurdles to overcome were understanding the logistics of costs to using
the semi-truck transportation method of cultural materials, how it can represent an
effective communication tool, as well as funding of said project. To develop this
understanding of logistics and communication tools, reaching out to the Wreaths Across
America company would be one effective method. This company provides similar crosscountry services of delivering wreaths to veterans during the holiday season. Despite best
efforts, however, contacting this company during peak season was difficult, as average
call wait times were affected by wait lists of 100+ people, and the company seemed to be
unresponsive during its off season. Contacting someone who can set up the Wreaths
Across America program, and learning about how the company manages its publicity,
movement of materials across the country, and financial support would be beneficial to
this project. In regard to funding, further exploration into methods of funding through the
University of Maine, the US Forest Service, and in the long run, private entities that
would be willing to work with the project are required. It may also be possible to interest
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the local community, again through the news-worthy story method, developing a group of
local community members that would be willing to contribute to the cause.
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CONCLUSION
Environmental, Social & Communicative Hurdles
In the process of learning about the invasive species of the Emerald Ash Borer,
one can come across thousands of resources in a matter of a few days. This species is
widely discussed from biological science to municipalities preparing for invasion.
However, the awareness of EAB among stakeholder groups is not as developed as
originally planned. From local to federal governments, the amount of available resources
is endless, yet outreach programs can be refined to improve cohesion among the valuable
members in all local communities. Implementing and refining current rules and
regulations is the first step to gain new ground on control or transport of this invasive
species. The ability to effectively distribute this information and communicate as to how
this species can affect the everyday lives of citizens is equally important in gaining
control over the species. Establishing and framing EAB as a wicked problem to
government and public entities is crucial to developing change in behaviors in current
susceptible communities. The complexity of this species’ impact on the general
ecosystem, as well as the total economic, cultural, and social pressure it can put on
humans, cannot currently be defined. While cost calculators and economic values placed
on the ecological environment are available, the possibility of another species becoming
extinct, due to human actions, e.g. transporting firewood, is what makes the loss of the
ash species truly immeasurable.
As previously mentioned, the state of Maine itself currently has rules and
regulations that have been taken seriously, as high fines and penalties by authorities drive
down rebellious behaviors. The most important part about these rules and regulations is
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that they are to be followed by the state’s citizens and anyone wanting to recreate,
vacation, or visit the state. All entities must work together in order to fight the war on
EAB: cultural, public, and governmental alike. If private companies, corporations, and
other entities communicate properly on EAB management and put funding in the right
places, progress on tackling this invasive species would increase dramatically. The
difficulty with tackling EAB is that political implications, environmental ethics, and the
concept of conservation versus preservation can sometimes impede on important
decisions about the environment. With most of Maine being privately owned, these
private entities may want to keep their land from being treated due to personal, economic
or environmental beliefs (some owners are strict preservationists, while others support
industrial timber harvesting or other less destructive harvesting methods). Political
figures may not have the time or the interest in allocating funds to address the EAB issue
by means of passing bills or laws to help educate these private landowners on the
importance of treating their land for invasive species. Without political backing, critically
important issues regarding pest management may then be neglected. Along with this,
activists may attempt to regulate activities if they do not see the value in manipulating the
environment to delay EAB infestation. EAB needs to be taken seriously to combat the
growth and spread of this invasive species. Proper communication among all stakeholder
groups must be established to make efficient progress in the suppression of this species.
Establishing communication among the public and focusing on already
established cultural norms, such as transporting firewood from home, is one of the first
steps in effectively handling the issue of EAB. Every person has a process they follow
when attempting to make decisions in their daily lives. Some people may start with how
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they personally feel about a situation, while others may start with how the decision will
affect others or the environment. The decision-making process generally revolves around
the concept of risk-reward; if someone feels an action will ultimately result in a reward,
that person is willing to take a bigger risk (Doya, 2008). This risk-reward system is
sometimes challenged by cultural norms and attitudes towards firewood transport. In an
example from raw survey data at MDI provided by Ruskin et al., campers answered
survey questions in regard to their method of acquiring firewood, as well as what they did
with the firewood before the end of their camping trip. Out of the 205 total participants in
this survey, about 65% stated they bought firewood from stores, and 67% of the
participants stated they left the firewood at the site at the end of their trip (Ruskin et al.,
unpublished data). This norm of purchasing firewood from a store or locally is a good
measure, as this wood should be treated and therefor safe to be brought to the campsite
and or from the general vicinity. However, when firewood is collected or bought
‘locally,’ but out of state, transported to the site, and then left instead of burned, the site is
still at risk of EAB infestation. If leaving firewood at the campsite at the end of their trip
is the norm for most campers, the area may become infested by EAB. Thus, changing this
norm to burning all wood at the end of a camping session is a possible solution to this
issue.
Changing norms of firewood transport that are already well-established is
dependent on the willingness for change of those that are set in the ways of past
generations. Luckily, communication methods to reach, both new and old recreationalists
alike, are found mainly on federal websites, signs near hiking trails, as well as
recreational hotspots. Coverage in these areas will make reaching these groups with new
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information and regulations relatively simple. Specifically, posters and signage at
camping sites and hiking trails are common ways to reach these groups for their future
visits. In a recent study on campers from Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine
examining firewood transport and related attitudes, posters and posted signage have been
an effective way to display and educate Looking at data from Daigle et al., 2019, the first
set of forest pest outreach materials from New Hampshire camps featured less text and
more images of the pest species. The second set of forest pest outreach materials from
Vermont focused on connecting the Asian Longhorn Beetle (ALB), another invasive
species with similar ecological effects as EAB and HWA, to maple syrup and maple
trees. These result lead to the conclusion that campers, regardless of their state, felt
outreach materials would be more effective to campers motivations in leaving their
firewood at home, if the outreach materials included images of the impact the species has
(e.g. visual representation of dead trees that can fall on houses, roads, campsites, utilities
etc.) rather than images of the species in its natural environment. Having a more visually
representative material about impacts the species have may be the more effective option
to reach this group of campers.
Some environmental attitudes currently found within society revolve around the
idea that the environment can fix itself. In the book Wilderness and the American Mindy,
Roderick Nash writes about an Alaskan Independence party member, Joe Vogler. Vogler
states that people who regard Alaska as endangered with a fragile ecology are ignorant
liars. Furthermore, Vogler believes that the climate and geography of Alaska protects
itself. This idea that the environment can and will fix itself is a “keeper hole,” as
described in Thomas Heberlein’s book, Navigating Environmental Attitudes. The concept
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of a keeper hole is an idea that essentially continues to revolve around itself, without
providing a means of reasoning to the initial idea itself, nor a solution to the issue
(Heberlein, 2012). If the general attitude of society is that the current global steady-state
of the environment will continue to fix itself, despite how humans affect it, the concept of
risk-reward will no longer apply. If campers conform to the norm of leaving firewood at
the campsite, and they believe that the environment will just fix itself no matter the
human driven impact, a positive feedback loop of increasing infestations of pest species
will develop. The rate of infestation will grow significantly, and the amount of ash lost
from the growth of EAB will be immeasurable to an extent greater than the loss that has
already taken place. Increased advocacy on the environmental effect’s humans physically
contribute to would help initiate the removal of keeper holes like that of an exclusively
self-sustaining environment. Without the communication and education of such keeper
holes in outreach material, however, straying away from these damaging societal norms
becomes much less likely.
As attitudes towards the environment in America have changed drastically over
time, developing a plan to deal with the intricacies of human interactions with the
environment is important. When pioneers first began to explore the wilderness of
America, environmental attitudes were very dark, because the pioneers’ society held a
strong belief that the wilderness was a source of evil. As technology advanced and the
exploration of the American wilderness took place, solace and comfort in nature became
a norm in society. With this change came the understanding of environmental ethics, with
the consideration that nature was also part of the living world (Nash, 2014). A country
divided in ecological understanding and value is a country at war with itself. Developing
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a complete, concise, and cohesive plan to use these values established over centuries of
exploration and science is required by current regulating bodies. The promotion of
valuable cultural norms, ethics, and attitudes toward the environment, through public
outreach and collective efforts, will bring the co-existence of the environment and
humanity one step closer together. As nature cannot always take care of itself, humans
must take action to help the environment, instead of simply watching the negative
societal influence damage the ecological processes that have taken generations to form.
Avoiding the keeper hole and working collaboratively with various societal entities to
develop an effective plan that reduces the spread of EAB and its detrimental effects on
the environment, economy, and culture of areas it has infested is necessary.

Developing A New Plan
Grappling with ideas in order to promote defending Maine’s forests from EAB,
the concept of promoting publicity and communicating with native tribal culture, the
Wabanaki, is a place to begin. Working with the Wabanaki community can allow for
shared ecological and cultural knowledge amongst the public, local governing bodies,
and tribal members, effectively fighting the war on EAB from three fronts. With these
bodies working together in a collective effort against EAB, significant progress toward
defending Maine forests is in sight. Rules and regulations, as well as practices by Native
cultures, will and do directly impact EAB’s affect the state’s forests. Therefore, it is
important to value all inputs when attempting to solve a multifaceted issue such as EAB
infestation. Developing and implementing management plans that encourage
communities to work together while also upholding the rules and regulations is
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sometimes difficult. However, collectively planning efforts that bring awareness to the
dangers of transporting firewood, while also being culturally inclusive, will provide the
much-needed relief of pressure and support to management experts working to prevent
the spread of EAB.
In the discussion with Hanning at the Basket Makers Market, the intricate process
of basket making was discussed, including how to get the ash materials to those that use
them (Hanning Impromptu Interview, 2019). In this discussion, the idea that transporting
the logs themselves may not be the best use of time or money arose. Instead, the most
effective way of transporting the artistic material to Michigan may be in the form of postpounded strips of ash. Processing the logs prior to shipping them would effectively
eliminate the dangers of transporting EAB through logs, as well as to provide already
processed material to basket makers that no longer have accessible trees in their area. To
process the logs before transport, it would require that Native basket makers from the
areas where the ash is harvested be willing to send their processed material away. This
revised way of transport would be much more effective than the original plan of
transporting full, unprocessed logs, as well as reduce the need to go through agencies to
get the logs inspected. Changing material size would allow for the use of smaller trucks,
instead of semi-trucks as well. By using smaller trucks to transport the material, the cost
of transportation for the artistic material would be reduced. Similar to the original plan,
the news media and publicity of this ‘smaller truck transportation method’ might be a bit
reduced, however it would still be possible to put a graphic on the side of a smaller truck.
This would also provide the opportunity to spread the message of EAB awareness to
areas that are quarantined or could become quarantined. Stressing EAB awareness in
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areas that are susceptible to EAB is important, as these locations have potential to host
the next generation of pests. Continued attempts to discuss this process and how to
implement such efforts through Wreaths Across America may prove beneficial to the
planning strategies of transportation and the logistics of the method of transport.
A method of harvesting ash for those in Michigan was also developed during
conversation with Darren Ranco. This method would facilitate harvesters from Michigan
to travel to locations they would be receiving ash from to work with the Native tribes. By
having Native tribal members work together with harvesters from Michigan, it will allow
the knowledge of finding basket quality ash trees to be shared amongst both groups. The
reason for having the harvesters travel to pick out their own ash is for the development of
the ‘sense of self’ that is created during times of harvest. Allowing the basket makers and
harvesters to personally pick out their own ash would be beneficial in the development of
this feeling. The entire process of basket making is something that has been handed down
from generation to generation, thus by removing one of the steps in this basketmaking
process, the full cultural experience might be harmed. Using this method of selection for
ash will therefore facilitate tribal communities working together to sustain and develop
this cultural knowledge of basket making as well as the basket maker’s ‘Indian sense of
self’ during creation of their work.
In the end, the project is on a need-by-need basis and requires willingness from
both the source and receiving locations, as some communities may not want to give or
receive these valuable resources. This project aims at both cultural and environmental
issues, and thus it is important to understand that not all help may be wanted, and internal
trade between communities not facilitated through a project like this may be better. The
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goal set forth for the project was to learn about EAB, learn about Native culture, and find
a way to give back to both scientific and cultural communities that have given the
University of Maine students their environmental education. If this plan were to be set
forth, it should be that of a collaborative process in which both the source and receiver of
the ash artistic material agree. EAB is an invasive pest that negatively affects not only the
environment, but also cultural and social structures. By having both public and private
entities work together on solutions to EAB, society can work towards slowing the spread
of EAB and the preservation of cultural practices for as long as humanly possible.
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APPENDIX

Table 1. Raw data sourced from ‘Ruskin et al., unpublished data, Raw Camper Survey
Data from MDI Survey in 2018.’ Table represents total participants’ answers regarding
how they got their firewood for their camping trip, how they usually acquire firewood for
camping, and what they do with leftover firewood. Surveys that did not include answers
to these questions were removed from the data set as they did not contribute to the data
set. On average, firewood was purchased from a local store, and at the end of the trip, the
leftover firewood was left at the site.
Survey
Number

Acquired This Visit

Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

2018-001

purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased from home
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected/purchased
local store
purchased local store
N/A
purchased local store
collected
local/collected from
home
collected near
campground
collected in
campground
collected/purchased
local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
from campground
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected in
campground
purchased from store

purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store

burn it all
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it

purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it

collected nearby

leave it

collected nearby

take it

collected nearby

leave it

collected nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it

collected nearby
purchase from store

leave it
burn it all

2018-001
2018-002
2018-003
2018-004
2018-005
2018-006
2018-007
2018-008
2018-009
2018-010
2018-011
2018-012
2018-013
2018-014
2018-015
2018-016
2018-017
2018-018
2018-019
2018-020
2018-021
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Table 1 continued
Survey
Number
2018-023
2018-024
2018-025
2018-026
2018-028
2018-029
2018-030
2018-031
2018-033
2018-034
2018-035
2018-036
2018-037
2018-038
2018-043
2018-044
2018-045
2018-046
2018-047
2018-048
2018-049
2018-050
2018-051
2018-052
2018-053
2018-054
2018-055
2018-056

Acquired This Visit
collected near
campground
purchased from store
collected near
campground
purchased from store
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected near
campground
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
N/A
collected in
campground
N/A
collected/purchased
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected near
campground
purchased local store
collected in
campground
collected in
campground
collected in
campground
collected on personal
property
collected in
campground
purchased from
campground
N/A
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Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

collected nearby
purchase from store

leave it
burn it all

purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store

burn it all
burn it all
leave it
leave it

purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store

burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all

purchase/collected
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store

take it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it

collected nearby
purchase from store

burn it all
leave it

collect/purchase

burn it all

purchase from store

leave it

collected nearby

leave it

collected nearby

take it

collected nearby

burn it all

collected nearby
purchase from store

leave it
leave it

Table 1 continued
Survey
Number
2018-057
2018-058
2018-059
2018-060
2018-061
2018-062
2018-063
2018-064
2018-065
2018-066
2018-067
2018-068
2018-069
2018-070
2018-071
2018-072
2018-073
2018-074
2018-075
2018-076
2018-077
2018-078
2018-079
2018-080
2018-081
2018-083
2018-084
2018-085
2018-086
2018-087
2018-088
2018-089
2018-090
2018-091
2018-092
2018-093
2018-094
2018-095

Acquired This Visit

Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

collected in
campground
collected/purchase
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased from home
purchased local store
collected/purchase
purchased local store
collected/purchase
collected/purchase
purchase local store
collect/purchase
purchase local store
collect/purchase
purchase local store
collected/purchase
collected from home
purchase from home
collected nearby
purchase local store
collected nearby
purchased local store
purchase local store
collected/purchase
collected/purchase
collected/purchase
collected nearby
collected nearby
collected nearby
purchased from store
purchased from store
purchased local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store

collected nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
collected nearby
N/A
collected nearby
collected nearby
purchase/collect
purchase/collect
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
collected nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collected nearby

leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
burn it all
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
burn it all
take it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
take it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
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Table 1 continued
Survey
Number
2018-096
2018-097
2018-099
2018-100
2018-101
2018-102
2018-103
2018-104
2018-105
2018-106
2018-107
2018-108
2018-109
2018-110
2018-111
2018-112
2018-113
2018-114
2018-115
2018-116
2018-117
2018-118
2018-120
2018-122
2018-124
2018-125
2018-126
2018-127
2018-128
2018-129
2018-130
2018-131
2018-133
2018-134
2018-135

Acquired This Visit

Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

purchase local store
purchase local store
collected nearby
collected nearby
purchase local store
collected nearby
N/A
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
N/A
purchase local store
purchase local store
collected nearby
N/A
purchase local store
neighbors in Winter
Harbor
purchase local store
purchase local store
collected nearby
purchase local store
collected nearby
bought it at
campground
bought it at
campground
bought it at
campground
purchased local store
collected nearby
collect from home
collect from home
collected/purchased
purchase local store
N/A
collected/purchase

purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
take it
take it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
burn it all
take it
leave it

purchase/collect
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
burn it all
burn it all
burn it all
take it

collect nearby

leave it

purchase from store

leave it

purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
leave it
take it
leave it
take it
leave it
leave it
take it
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Table 1 continued
Survey
Number
2018-137
2018-138
2018-139
2018-140
2018-141
2018-142
2018-143
2018-145
2018-146
2018-147
2018-148
2018-149
2018-150
2018-151
2018-152
2018-153
2018-154
2018-155
2018-156
2018-157
2018-158
2018-159
2018-160
2018-161
2018-162
2018-163
2018-164
2018-165
2018-166
2018-167
2018-168
2018-169
2018-170
2018-171
2018-172
2018-173
2018-174
2018-175

Acquired This Visit

Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

purchase local store
purchase local store
collected nearby
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
purchase local store
collected/purchased
collected nearby
purchase local store
N/A
collected/purchased
collected nearby
purchased local store
collected/purchased
collected nearby
collected/purchased
purchased local store
collected/purchased
purchased local store
collected/purchased
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected nearby
N/A
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected/purchased
purchased from home
N/A
N/A
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected nearby
collected nearby
purchased local store

collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
N/A
purchase from store

leave it
burn it all
burn it all
N/A
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
take it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
N/A
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
take it
leave it
take it
burn it all
burn it all
leave it
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Table 1 continued
Survey
Number
2018-176
2018-177
2018-178
2018-179
2018-181
2018-182
2018-183
2018-184
2018-185
2018-186
2018-187
2018-188
2018-189
2018-190
2018-191
2018-192
2018-193
2018-194
2018-195
2018-196
2018-197
2018-198
2018-199
2018-200
2018-201
2018-202
2018-203
2018-204
2018-205
2018-206
2018-207
2018-208
2018-210
2018-211
2018-212
2018-213
2018-214

Acquired This Visit

Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

purchased from home
collected nearby
purchased at
campground
purchased local store
collected/purchased
collected from home
purchased local store
N/A
purchased local store
purchase from home
purchased local store
collected nearby
collected nearby
purchased local store
purchased local store
N/A
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected nearby
purchased local store
purchased local store
collected/purchased
purchased local store
purchased local store
N/A
purchased local store
collected from home
N/A
collected nearby
collected from home
collected/purchase
N/A
collected/purchased
N/A
purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store

purchase from store
collect nearby

leave it
leave it

purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
collect nearby
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
N/A
purchase from store
N/A
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
collect nearby
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
burn it all
burn it all
leave it
burn it all
leave it
take it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
take it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
burn it all
leave it
take it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
leave it
take it
leave it
N/A
leave it
take it
leave it
leave it
burn it all
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Table 1 continued
Survey
Number
2018-215
2018-216
2018-217
2018-220
2018-221
2018-222
2018-223

Acquired This Visit

Usually Acquired

Leftover Firewood

purchased local store
purchased local store
purchased local store
collect/purchase
collected nearby
purchased local store
purchased local store

purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
purchase from store
collect nearby
purchase from store
purchase from store

leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
leave it
burn it all

Table 2. Calculated percent of which option campers chose regarding leftover wood.
With 205 total participants, 44 (or 21%) chose to burn their wood, 128 (or 67%) chose to
leave their wood at the site, and 20 (or 10%) chose to take their wood back with them
when they left their campsite, and 3 (or less than 1%) of campers choose not to answer
this part of the survey. Sourced from Ruskin et al., unpublished data, MDI raw data.
Survey Answer
Purchase from Store
Collect Nearby
Purchase/Collect
No Answer

Participants (%)
133 (65%)
62 (30%)
5 (2%)
4 (2%)
205 (100%)

Table 3. Calculated percent of which option campers chose regarding how they usually
acquire their firewood. With 205 total participants, 133 (or 65%) chose to purchase from
the store, 62 (or 30%) chose to collect nearby, 5 (or 2%) chose to purchase and or collect,
and 4 (2%) chose to not answer this part of the survey. Sourced from Ruskin et al.,
unpublished data, MDI raw data.
Survey Answer
Wood Burned
Left at Site
Taken Back Home
No Answer

Participants (%)
44 (21%)
139 (67%)
20 (10%)
3 (<1%)
205 (100%)
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Figure 1. Image sourced from The University of Wisconsin’s Identifying EAB: Emerald
ash borer adult with feeding damage to ash leaf. Photo Credit: Debbie Miller, USDA
Forest Service, Bugwood.org
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Figure 2. Image sourced from The University of Wisconsin’s Identifying EAB: Emerald
ash borer larvae. Photo Credit: Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources – Forestry, Bugwood.org.
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Figure 3. Image sourced from emeraldashborer.info under “What to Know About EAB,”
clicking “D-shaped Exit Hole” prompt to access the image.
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Figure 4. Image sourced from USDA APHIS Emerald Ash Borer Program Management:
Found under ‘Quarantine Information,’ then ‘New County Detection Map - 2020.’ This
image depicts EAB found and reported within the counties based on the date of detection.
Red area indicates new detections, reported in 2020, whereas the yellow area indicates
counties that EAB has been found in and reported between 2002-2019. Areas not
depicted in red or yellow currently have no reports of EAB.
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Figure 5. Image sourced from USDA APHIS Emerald Ash Borer Program Management:
Found under ‘Quarantine Information,’ then ‘Ash Range Map with Federal Quarantine.’
This image depicts the approximate range of ash in lime green, the current known ash
distribution in dark green, and potential urban ash locations in yellow. Federal EAB
quarantine boundaries are depicted by the blue border, and initial county EAB detections
are depicted by the red dots. On March 2nd, 2020, the approximate total area of counties
where EAB is present totaled 1,655,123 km2. The total land area of U.S. Federal
quarantine ranged spanned 2,269,665 km2.
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Figure 6. This figure, sourced from the EAB Cost Calculator by Purdue University’s
Extension Entomology, describes how EAB infestation builds up in intensity after it first
infests an area. Due to EAB being very hard to initially detect, maintenance of EAB
spikes along the cusp where infestation is the highest, as this is when management needs
to be extremely aggressive. Management will stay high post crest in order to deal with
current EAB infestations, focusing on inspection and target treatment instead of freely
spraying insecticides into the air.
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